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Michigan To Ask Buy Getz "Circus"

Lansing—Michigan has been asked to order a circus to the state as the one used by Mr. Fenner. Mr. Brown, Vernon the dollar would be $10,000, but Mr. Harnly Good wine but the amendment was adopted, just for collection of the tax by exactly Brady the fire of many representatives.

TUMULT MARKS 
RETAIL SALES TAX IN HOUSE 
DEFEAT IN TATE 
To Be Laid

LOYBOY PACIFIS GALLERY

Dykstra - McBride Proposal

Look 48-47 May

Come Up Again.

Lansing—The Dykstra-McBride re- st store sales tax bill reached a new low and was brought to a standstill by a group of senators. Points in the special session notice of the House and the bill a day like the one was taken, but low by the average member for action, the bill may come up again next week.

Ignites Bill

The bill proposal failed one time of the Senate, but Senator Rice, the chairman of the committee on the bill, said the bill would be delayed for some time in order to cease the debate upon the issue of the state. The Senate will hold the bill in the committee until the Senate can come to a conclusion whether it will be imposed or not. The Chairman of the State Senate, Mr. Hinkley, the only speaker in the debate, opposed the bill.
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Seven Farm Relief Bills Need Your Aid

The light of a great new day in farm taxation may burn upon the foreheads of the churchmen who now seem to perceive the Legislative chambers if the men who have been sent by the people are true to their trust.

Out of the welter of conflicting views and statements, there have emerged the following items of utmost importance:

1. The House has passed the Thomas personal income tax with an amendment introduced by Rep. Charles H. Reed that would devote $10,000,000 of the proceeds to school relief, most of it to return districts. This bill now represents the best piece of farm tax legislation that has come before the Legislature in decades. Its passage in the Senate with the Reed amendment in tact is of the utmost importance to the farmers interested in the welfare of agriculture or of education.

2. The Dykstra-McFie sales tax defeated in the House but now up for vote. It is provided for by the local school districts for the purpose of providing education. The tax is as desirable as the income tax, but it must pass the House. School tax relief should not be made dependent upon any one tax.

3. Efforts of Superintendent Webster H. Pease, Senator Turner of Bay City, and others have resulted in a resolution providing for the establishment of a State Agricultural Commission to investigate the present farm tax situation. This State Commission will do much toward the passage of a Bill for the collection of the farm tax. Some members of this committee are opposing this measure. Part of the opposition comes from those who want more state roads. Others object to using the auto taxes to relieve excessive taxes. These objections are not based on substance but on a wrong interpretation of the essential values of state roads and railroads. It is the duty of those who object to this measure to state their objections. The committees in charge of this measure should see to it that the funds are used for the purpose intended.

4. The McNutt-Holcomb road bill is in the hands of the Senate Committee on Highways. Some members of this committee are opposing this measure. Part of the opposition comes from those who want more state roads. Others object to using the auto taxes to relieve excessive taxes. These objections are not based on substance but on a wrong interpretation of the essential values of state roads and railroads. It is the duty of those who object to this measure to state their objections. The committees in charge of this measure should see to it that the funds are used for the purpose intended.

5. The Culver Bill embodying a variation of the Inland Waterways Act is now reported out of the House but can be revived. It also provides ample time for the consideration of the bill. The bill now represents the best piece of farm tax relief legislation that has come before the Legislature in decades. Its passage in the Senate is of the utmost importance to the farmers interested in the welfare of agriculture or of education.

The benefits obtained from fertilizers are a great deal more than the cost of the fertilizer. The importance of proper fertility and the cost of the fertilizer are a great deal more than the cost of the fertilizer. The importance of proper fertility and the cost of the fertilizer are a great deal more than the cost of the fertilizer.
Feeding Directions For Chickens, Hens in Bucket

FEEDING DIRECTIONS FOR CHICKENS AND HENS

Feeding Directions for brain-tendered chicks, yellowing and laying eggs in the form of a container, 1000-pieces lot, in a 144 oz. (410 g) cup, which is 1 lb. 3 oz. (600 g) in weight. The possible feed of 200 chickens, 250 eggs, and 1 1/4 oz. (40 g) of meat. A diet plan is sufficient for 200 chickens, 300 eggs, and 1 1/4 oz. (40 g) of meat. A diet plan is sufficient for 200 chickens, 300 eggs, and 1 1/4 oz. (40 g) of meat.

Progress Making Being Done By Farmers Transforming To

ICZECREMA, ROAD A%ILS STILL IN COMMITTEES

Lansing—The legislative session is fast approaching its end and the roads are still in the minds of many farmers. The roads are important for the transportation of farm products and for the movement of farm equipment. The roads are also important for the movement of people and for the movement of goods. The roads are important for the movement of the economy and for the movement of the society.

RIST FIXING BILL NOW EXEMPTS NURSING MOTHER MILK

60% of Risks Live On Farms Or In Cities Of Less Than 10,000.

Lansing—Donaldson, a farm doctor, has proposed that the state of Michigan should adopt a policy of nursing mother milk on farms to increase the number of live born, farm-born infants. The proposal is based on the following facts:

1. The mother's milk is the best source of nutrition for the infant.
2. The mother's milk is the best source of immunity for the infant.
3. The mother's milk is the best source of protection for the infant.

In the proposal, Donaldson suggests that the state of Michigan should set up a program to provide nursing mother milk on farms. The program would include the following:

1. The program would provide milk to all farmers who want it.
2. The program would provide milk to all farmers who can't get it.
3. The program would provide milk to all farmers who don't know about it.

The proposal is supported by a large number of farmers and doctors. It is supported by the American Medical Association, the American Academy of Pediatrics, and the American Dairy Association. It is supported by the American Farmers Association, the American Farmers Union, and the American Farmers Congress. It is supported by the American Farmers Political Party, the American Farmers Democratic Party, and the American Farmers Republican Party.

WANT A LEAF POINTED BIRD?

 han
top the asking.

SSHOGI

DAy'S PLOWING A 26 MILE WALK

Homeowner Does 6 Miles Daily

Used More Than Given Credit

Boston—Homeowners near their own door and not in those houses. Boston, Wednesday, March 1, 1951. The homeowner did not use the given credit. The homeowner used more than the given credit.

Corn Borer, Cattle T. B. Bills in Legislature

Lansing—The state will change the corn borer, cattle borer, and the other borer. The homeowner will be paid the amount of the borer. The homeowner will be paid the amount of the borer.

MICHIGAN STATE FARM BUREAU—The Great Atlantic & Pacific TEA Co.

Do You Need Help?

We advise and assist in matters concerning health, agriculture, fire, water, transportation, communication, and insurance. We also give information about the weather, the weather, the weather.

MICHIGAN STATE FARM BUREAU—The Great Atlantic & Pacific TEA Co.
CHICKS SHOULD PAY GOOD RETURNS; COSTS ARE LOWER

Fees Down; Raise Pullet Cheaper: Eggs Should Go Higher.

CHICK QUALITY TELLS
J. A. Davidson Tells How Best Chicks Are Produced.

BY J. A. DAVIDSON
Farm Manager, Michigan Poultry Improvement Association

The best chick is really a feeder in the making. In one case I know of a certain yard in Michigan where two brothers started raising chickens and had a business of raising and marketing fed birds, the brothers had a struggle for several years, but their first step was to decide on the kind of chickens to raise, and on this they set the whole business. They started by raising the best types of chickens and then went on to raise them in quantity. They had a good market for their birds and were able to pay their expenses and make a profit.
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A Good Installment Buy

The only commodity that one can buy which will steadily increase in value while installment payments are being made is Life Insurance.

The man who offers $1,000 or $5,000 worth of life insurance upon his life knows that the first payment guarantees that much to the family in case of his death.

Each year as partial payments are made, the guaranty continues in full amount. Each year the assured's policy grows in value as a cash reserve fund. Each year his contract advantage or interest rate becomes more valuable from the standpoint of savings made than it would be if he were to buy insurance on a year to year basis. Each year as the responsibility of the growing family grows less, the assured adds more to his insurance fund for his later years.

Life insurance is not only a second investment, but it is one that the family doesn't have to finish paying for; it can be passed on to a dependent or any other financial need.

State Farm Life Insurance policy plans are especially adapted to farmers' needs. You should know what you are taking before you take a policy anywhere. We are glad to explain, without obligation.

State Farm Life Insurance Co.
Michigan State Farm Bureau
Lansing, Mich.

Brush and Paint Pot Helps

Avoid paint brushes that dry out easily. There is a method to keep them fresh. A flat paint brush, in most cases can be washed in water, soaped and hung up to air dry. When the paint is dry, it can be put away and the brush stored in a dry place. When the brush is to be used again, it can be washed in water, soaped and hung up to dry.

Aunt Het by Robert Gwynn

Sees Great Difference In Farmers' Markets

Michigan Plan Looks Pretty Good When Compared To Some Others.

By Mrs. Emily M. Wagar

Of course, I have been in the Detroit markets, in special connection and I have been horrified with the great amount of rancid butter, eggs, or other articles of food which are sold. This is not only a question of the butter being bad, but also the fact that the eggs are not good in the Detroit markets.

It is just around the corner from the Union Station, serving the farmers. They may be cut in a room or other place, but the results are not as good as they would be if they were cut in a kitchen.

It is just around the corner from the Union Station, serving the farmers. They may be cut in a room or other place, but the results are not as good as they would be if they were cut in a kitchen.
ALFALFA GROWING
LOOKS GOOD TO ALL THIS SPRING

Interesting Information Comes Out at Spring Meetings

By R. L. Duvall
Farm Crops Dept., State College

An elderly professor at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor
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Genuine Varieties of Adapted Seed Corn

Farm Bureau adventured certified seed corn will grow and mature in those sections of Michigan for which it is intended. It has guaran-
teed, high, vigorous germination. It is field selected and bin inspected. Well known profitable varieties like Golden Glow, Picketts, M. A. C. and Duncan.

Because today's aim in planting corn is lower cost per acre, you can well afford to buy good seed. KNOW YOUR SEED SOURCE—it is the one controllable factor in any crop—and the most important. The best seed is always the cheapest—it proves its value in higher yields per acre and better income. Buy it now from your local distributor of Farm Bureau Seed, or order direct.

Use Farm Bureau Brand Seed

Farm Bureau Services, Inc.
Lansing, Michigan

221 N. Cedar St.

"BUY CO-OPTERATIVELY"... Seed, Feed, Oil, Twine, Tires, Linseed, Supplies, and Automobile Insurance—at a "Farm Risk Rate."

A Step Toward Economy—

MICHIGAN'S Champion Corn King

USES FARM BUREAU FERTILIZER

George Ray of Bay County produced 96 bushels of shelled corn per acre, winning the title of Corn King of Michigan for 1930 in the Eighth Annual Michigan Corn Growing Contest sponsored by St. R. C. Mr. Ray says, "I planned about 9.7 bushels per acre. This was as good a crop as I have ever had; the yield was due to the good feed crops which influence the dairy industry.

The cost of this, using their local

The cost? Oh, yes! Just ask any Farm Bureau distributor and experience a pleasant surprise when you find how low priced it is.

MORE ACRE...MORE PER ACRE

PROVEN PERFORMANCE

Superior reeling equipment, employees of long experience, the best paraffine base and Pennsylvania curatives—are the factors that make repeat customers for MICO and BUREAU PENN Oils. To be sure of QUALITY, buy these brands from your local elevator handling Farm Bureau products.
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The cost of this, using their local

The cost? Oh, yes! Just ask any Farm Bureau distributor and experience a pleasant surprise when you find how low priced it is.

MORE ACRE...MORE PER ACRE

PROVEN PERFORMANCE

Superior reeling equipment, employees of long experience, the best paraffine base and Pennsylvania curatives—are the factors that make repeat customers for MICO and BUREAU PENN Oils. To be sure of QUALITY, buy these brands from your local elevator handling Farm Bureau products.

Genuine Varieties of Adapted Seed Corn

Farm Bureau adventured certified seed corn will grow and mature in those sections of Michigan for which it is intended. It has guaran-
teed, high, vigorous germination. It is field selected and bin inspected. Well known profitable varieties like Golden Glow, Picketts, M. A. C. and Duncan.

Because today's aim in planting corn is lower cost per acre, you can well afford to buy good seed. KNOW YOUR SEED SOURCE—it is the one controllable factor in any crop—and the most important. The best seed is always the cheapest—it proves its value in higher yields per acre and better income. Buy it now from your local distributor of Farm Bureau Seed, or order direct.

Use Farm Bureau Brand Seed

Farm Bureau Services, Inc.
Lansing, Michigan

221 N. Cedar St.